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QIBA Checklist: 

CT Tumor Volume Change for Advanced Disease 
(CTV-AD) 

 

INSTRUCTIONS 

This Checklist is organized by "Actor" for convenience.  If a QIBA Conformance Statement is already 
available for an actor (e.g. your analysis software), you may choose to provide a copy of that statement 
rather than confirming each of the requirements in that Actors checklist yourself. 

Within an Actor Checklist the requirements are grouped by the corresponding Activity in the QIBA Profile 
document. If you are unsure about the meaning or intent of a requirement, additional details may be 
available in the Discussion section of the corresponding Activity in the Profile. 

Site Conformity indicates whether you have performed the requirement and confirmed conformance. 

Site Opinion allows you to indicate how the requirement relates to your current, preferred practice.  If a 
requirement is not feasible or not worth it to achieve the Profile Claim, please explain to help us 
understand why. 

Since several of the requirements mandate the use of specific assessment procedures, those are also 
included at the end to minimize the need of referring to the Profile document. 

Feedback on all aspects of the Profile and associated processes is welcomed. 

Site checklist    Page 2 
Acquisition Device checklist  Page 3 
Image Analysis Tool checklist Page 4 
Radiologist checklist   Page 6 
Physicist checklist   Page 9 
Technologist checklist  Page 10 

 

Duke University 
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It would be good to get the Site Conformity column filled out so we can understand our test coverage.Without it, it's not clear which requirements have been tested and which have not.
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SITE CHECKLIST 
 

Parameter 
Site 
Conformity 

Requirement Site Opinion 

Site Conformance 

Acquisition 
Devices 

 □ Yes 
□ No 

Shall confirm all participating acquisition devices 
conform to this Profile. 

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 

Reconstruction 
Software 

 □ Yes 
□ No 

Shall confirm all participating reconstruction 
software conforms to this Profile. 

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 

Image Analysis 
Tools 

 □ Yes 
□ No 

Shall confirm all participating image analysis tools 
conform to this Profile. 

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 

Radiologists 
 □ Yes 
□ No 

Shall confirm all participating radiologists conform 
to this Profile. 

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 

Physicists 
 □ Yes 
□ No 

Shall confirm all participating physicists conform to 
this Profile. 

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 

Technologists 
 □ Yes 
□ No 

Shall confirm all participating technologists conform 
to this Profile. 

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 
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I think since the Modality section below had a number of "No" elements, then this would be a No.  Same for Recon and Analysis.  (Just want to keep our records straight.  Your efforts so far are much appreciated!)
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ACQUISITION DEVICE AND RECONSTRUCTION SOFTWARE CHECKLIST 
 

Parameter 
Site 
Conformity 

Requirement Site Opinion 

Product Validation (section 3.1) 

Acquisition 
Protocol 

 □ Yes 
□ No 

Shall be capable of storing protocols and performing 
scans with all the parameters set as specified in section 
3.4.2 "Protocol Design Specification". 

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 

 □ Yes 
□ No 

Shall prepare a protocol conformant with section 3.4.2 
"Protocol Design Specification" and validate that protocol 
as described in section 3.4.2. 

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 

 □ Yes 
□ No 

Shall validate that the protocol achieves an f50 value that 
is between 0.3 mm-1 and 0.75 mm-1. 
 
See section 4.1. Assessment Procedure: In-plane Spatial 
Resolution 

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 

 □ Yes 
□ No 

Shall validate that the protocol achieves:  

 a standard deviation that is < 60HU.  
 
See 4.2. Assessment Procedure: Voxel Noise 

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 

Image Header 
 □ Yes 
□ No 

Shall record in the DICOM image header the actual 
values for the tags listed in the DICOM Tag column in 
sections 3.4.2 "Protocol Design Specification". 

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 
 
Not all reconstruction settings are 
saved in header 

Image Header 
 □ Yes 
□ No 

Shall record actual timing and triggers in the image 
header by including the Contrast/Bolus Agent Sequence 
(0018,0012). 

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 
 
N/A. Do not do contrast enhance 
chest exams. 

Image Header 
 □ Yes 
□ No 

Shall support recording in the image header (Image 
Comments (0020,4000) or Patient Comments 
(0010,4000)) information entered by the Technologist 
about the acquisition.  

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 
 
Cannot find in header 

Reconstruction 
Protocol 

 □ Yes 
□ No 

Shall be capable of performing reconstructions and 
producing images with all the parameters set as specified 
in 3.4.2 "Protocol Design Specification". 

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 

Image Header  □ Yes Shall record in the DICOM image header the actual □ Routinely performed 
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Realizing that it would be useful to document which make/model/version of acquisition device this is referring to.  In many sites it will be a list.
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You provided an extensive list of scanners separately (thanks!).  Which of those had a profile protocol validated?

KOdonnell
Sticky Note
Just realized in replicating the following two lines up here for clarity, this line is redundant.  We should clean that up in the TechConf draft.

KOdonnell
Sticky Note
Were you able to find out from the vendor if these can be configured on or if they are always missing (and which tags)?

Marthony
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GE 750 HD
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I did not communicate with the vendor. 

Marthony
Sticky Note
We can look into this to triage where these tags are being srubbed whether by the imaging system or PACS.We can generate new data and attempt to fill out the tags at the scanner console. Output results w/o going thru PACS to test if the scanner is the issue.

KOdonnell
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Marthony - waiting for physicist support to check if modality or PACS is dropping these tags.Kevin - will check with GE about support for these flags. For now will assume we don't need to add a PACS actor (required to keep tags) until we confirm there is a definite problem with that.
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Parameter 
Site 
Conformity 

Requirement Site Opinion 

□ No values for the tags listed in the DICOM Tag column in 
section 3.4.2 "Protocol Design Specification" as well as 
the model-specific Reconstruction Software parameters 
utilized to achieve compliance. 

□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 
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Marthony - this one is likely a yes.Kevin TODO - in test log ask people to know specifically which tags were missing if No.
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IMAGE ANALYSIS TOOL CHECKLIST 
 

Parameter 
Site 
Conformity 

Requirement Site Opinion 

Product Validation (section 3.1) 

Multiple 
Tumors 

 □ Yes 
□ No 

Shall allow multiple tumors to be measured. 

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 

Multiple 
Tumors 

 □ Yes 
□ No 

 
Shall either correlate each measured tumor across time 
points or support the radiologist to unambiguously 
correlate them. 

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 

Reading 
Paradigm 

 □ Yes 
□ No 

Shall be able to present the reader with both timepoints 
side-by-side for comparison when processing the second 
timepoint. 

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 

Reading 
Paradigm 

 □ Yes 
□ No 

 
Shall re-process the first time point if it was processed by a 
different Image Analysis Tool or Radiologist. 

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 

Tumor 
Volume 
Computation 

 □ Yes 
□ No 

Shall be validated to compute tumor volume with accuracy 
within 3 % of the true volume. 

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 

Tumor 
Volume 
Computation 

 □ Yes 
□ No 

See section 4.3 Assessment Procedure: Tumor Volume 
Computation. 

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 

Tumor 
Volume 
Change 
Repeatability 

 □ Yes 
□ No 

Shall be validated to achieve tumor volume change 
repeatability with:  

 an overall repeatability coefficient of less than or 
equal to 16%. 

 a small subgroup repeatability coefficient of less 
than 21% 

 a large subgroup repeatability coefficient of less 
than 21% 

 
See section 4.4. Assessment Procedure: Tumor Volume 
Change Repeatability.  

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 

Tumor 
Volume Bias 
& Linearity 

 □ Yes 
□ No 

Shall be validated to achieve: 

 an overall tumor volume %bias of less than the 
Allowable Overall %Bias 

 a tumor volume %bias for each shape subgroup 
(spherical, ovoid, lobulated) of less than the 
Allowable Shape Subgroup %Bias 

 slope (β̂1) between 0.98 and 1.02   

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 
 
This can be done. Please provide 
tools to perform calculations and 

KOdonnell
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Can you explain the mechanism used?

KOdonnell
Sticky Note
How do you determine what tool or radiologist did the first one? Or do you plan just to process both all the time?

KOdonnell
Sticky Note
Ooops. This shouldn't have been a separate checklist row.

KOdonnell
Sticky Note
Which Image Analysis Tool (make/model/version) did you use?

KOdonnell
Sticky Note
Any problem finding the test images on the QIDW? If so, how can we improve the text in 4.3?

KOdonnell
Sticky Note
It seems fairly straight forward to create an excel sheet that would do the necessary calculations if you plug in your measurement numbers.  We should consider doing that and including it with the data bundle for this procedure on QIDW.
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Sticky Note
1. Syngo.via Client 3.0 03.00.0000.00132. Philips IntelliSpace Portal v6.0.3.122003. Aquarius iNtuition Edition ver.4.4.11.265.8092
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Corrected: Use the tumor tracking workflow provided by your volume estimation tool. Load the timepoints (can be done simultaneously), segment the nodules and mark the findings. Report your findings.
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The tool may be indicated in the radiologist report. If processed by the image analyst, the tool used would likely be indicated.
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KOdonnell
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I couldn't quite follow the above text. (May have been garbled).  How is a tumor in a current image matched to the corresponding tumor/measurement in prior images?

KOdonnell
Sticky Note
Excellent, thanks!  Would all three of these be in common use for these measurements? 

KOdonnell
Sticky Note
So you would ask people to access and review the prior report to see if the tool/version is listed and if so and it was different, would the the current rad/analyst switch to use that tool or would they reprocess? 
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Sticky Note
Do not understand your question
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Yes

KOdonnell
Sticky Note
Marthony: Docs may prefer certain tools for certain anatomy.  Will try to use same tool as used last time.  All three are commonly in use.

KOdonnell
Sticky Note
TODO Ask the log to indicate for "NO" which of the list failed.

KOdonnell
Sticky Note
Marthony: Tool presents study pairs and user either segments a given tumor in both studies, or the baseline segmentation is presented and the user must find the matching tumor in the new study and segment it.

KOdonnell
Sticky Note
Marthony: Might switch to the tool or reprocess.Typically the SW version isn't recorded in the report.

KOdonnell
Sticky Note
TODO - Actually this should move to Radiologist requirement.  It's not really a feature requirement on the tool.

KOdonnell
Sticky Note
Andy - this is very similar to the spreadsheet used for the groundwork studies which could be adapted to be this tool.

KOdonnell
Sticky Note
Pierre - I can adapt the spreadsheet. Then we can include it in the download package from QIDW. TODO - Andy will provide the sheet.
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Parameter 
Site 
Conformity 

Requirement Site Opinion 

 
The Allowable Overall %Bias and the Allowable Shape 
Subgroup %Bias are taken from Table 3.1.2-2 based on the 
overall repeatability coefficient achieved by the Image 
Analysis Tool using the assessment procedure in section 4.4.  
 
See section 4.5 Assessment Procedure: Tumor Volume Bias 
and Linearity. 

reporting standards 

Confidence 
Interval of 
Result 

 □ Yes 
□ No 

Shall calculate and make available to the operator the 95% 
confidence interval for tumor volume change based on the 
equation: 

(𝑌2 − 𝑌1) ±  1.96 ×  √(𝑌1 × 𝑤𝐶𝑉1)2 + (𝑌2 × 𝑤𝐶𝑉2)2 
Where  
    Y1 and Y2 is the volume measured at timepoint 1 and 2, 
    wCV1 and wCV2 is the within-nodule coefficient of  
       variation for Y1 and Y2 as taken from the following table, 
    D1 and D2 is the longest in-plane diameter of the volume  
        at timepoint 1 and 2: 
  

     D1, D2 10-34mm 35-49mm 50-100mm 

wCV1, 
wCV2 

0.141 0.103 0.085 
 

It can be done. An excel 
spreadsheet with formula would 
be useful. Tools for the calculation 
would need to be provided along 
with a standard reporting system. 

Result 
Recording 

 □ Yes 
□ No 

Shall record percentage volume change relative to baseline 
for each tumor.   

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 

Result 
Recording 

 □ Yes 
□ No 

Shall record the confidence interval of result for each 
change measurement.  

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 

Result 
Recording 

 □ Yes 
□ No 

Shall record the image analysis tool version.  

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 

 

  

See Appendix A 
Volume and longest in-plane diameter measures on a solitary pulmonary nodule with small mediastinal 
attachment. Images at both timepoints meet the QIBA profile requirements. See image attached. 

Timepoint 1 Timepoint 2 

TeraRecon Philips Syngo.vya 

1.29 cm3 1.67 cm3  1.73 cm3  

15.7 mm 16.6 mm 16.6 mm 
 

TeraRecon Philips Syngo.vya 

1.41 cm3 1.52 cm3  1.82 cm3  

16.0 mm 16.1 mm 17.4 mm 
 

 

KOdonnell
Sticky Note
This is a requirement that a conformant reporting tool must calculate the CI and display it.For Appendix A it looks like the volume change in cm3 is:Tera    +0.12 and CI=[-0.41,0.65]Philips  -0.15 and CI=[-0.77,0.47]Syngo +0.09 and CI=[-0.60,0.78]All consistent with no change.
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We might need to add a regression module for the OLS, but we could probably work up an excel sheet for this one too.
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Did the Image Analysis Tool provide the CI? If not then column 2 should be No.  Having the site use a spreadsheet is a practical workaround to get site conformance, but it does not mean the Tool is conformant.

KOdonnell
Sticky Note
Where does the analysis tool record the %vol change, CI and SW version?
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No, the tool does not provide the CI.
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There is no %vol change, and CI and SW recorded. This can be done in the reporting page during dictation, but its not done. Canned dictations can be changed at anytime to match or suit compliance standards of profile. SW change annually, and follow ups are done annually. SW version reporting would be a challenge since they are constantly changing. Please see the attached images where a segmentation tool is used to render both timepoints simultaneously for lesion comparison.
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Andy - Nick may have something to provide here too.TODO - Pierre will look into this too with Andy and Nick.
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TODO - We should check with FDA on whether displaying this is a 510K issue or not.
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Q. Is presentation of the CI a "want" or a "need" for effective use of biomarkers by clinicians?Q. If it is a "need", for our first profile do we drop the requirement and approve analysis tools that do not do it, or do we keep the requirement and tell sites that if their analysis tool is non-conformant for this they will need to use a workaround like a spreadsheet or an online calculator.
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Table 3.1.2-2:  
Allowable Tumor Volume %Bias based on Repeatability Coefficient 

Overall 
Repeatability Coefficient  

𝑹�̂�p 

Allowable 
Overall %Bias 

(RMSE Target: 7.1%)  

Allowable 
Shape Subgroup %Bias 

(RMSE Target: 7.8%) 

5% <6.7% <7.4% 

6% <6.5% <7.3% 

7% <6.3% <7.1% 

8% <6.1% <6.8% 

9% <5.8% <6.6% 

10% <5.5% <6.3% 

11% <5.1% <5.9% 

12% <4.6% <5.6% 

13% <4.1% <5.1% 

14% <3.4% <4.6% 

15% <2.6% <4.0% 

16% <1.1% <3.2% 

17% n/a (failed repeatability) n/a (failed repeatability) 
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RADIOLOGIST CHECKLIST 
 
Note: The Radiologist is responsible for the protocol parameters, although they may choose to use a protocol 
provided by the vendor of the acquisition device.  The Radiologist is also responsible for ensuring that the protocol 
has been validated, although the Physicist actor is responsible for performing the validation.   
 

Parameter 
Site 

Conformity 
Specification Site Opinion 

Staff Qualification (section 3.2) 

Tumor Volume 
Change 
Repeatability 

 □ Yes 
□ No 

Shall, if operator interaction is required by the Image 
Analysis Tool to perform measurements, be validated to 
achieve tumor volume change repeatability with: 

 an overall repeatability coefficient of less than or 
equal to 16%. 

 a small subgroup repeatability coefficient of less 
than 21% 

 a large subgroup repeatability coefficient of less 
than 21% 

 
See 4.4. Assessment Procedure: Tumor Volume Change 
Repeatability. 

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 

Protocol Design (section 3.4.2) 

Acquisition 
Protocol 

 □ Yes 
□ No 

Shall prepare a protocol to meet the 
specifications in section 3.4-protocol design. 
 

 □ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 

Acquisition 
Protocol 

□ Yes 
□ No 

Shall ensure technologists have been trained 
on the requirements of this profile. 

 □ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 

Total 
Collimation 
Width 

 □ Yes 
□ No 

Shall set to Greater than or equal to 16mm. 

Total 
Collimation 
Width 
(0018,9307) 

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 
 

IEC Pitch 
 □ Yes 
□ No 

Shall set to Less than 1.5. 

Spiral Pitch 
Factor 
(0018,9311) 

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 

Nominal 
Tomographic 
Section 
Thickness (T) 

 □ Yes 
□ No 

Shall set to Less than or equal to 1.5mm. 

Single 
Collimation 
Width 
(0018,9306) 

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 

Protocol design should be done collaboratively between the physicist and the radiologist with ultimate responsibility to 
the radiologist. Some technical specifications are system dependent and may require special attention from a physicist. 
All protocols should be validated by the physicist. 

KOdonnell
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How long did it take the radiologist to go through the test set?
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Did you use the checklist for training, or would other materials be useful.  Were there concepts that needed additional explanation?
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Just to be clear, I presume this means that operator interaction is required (at least for some cases) by your tools.  If interaction is not required, then this is an easy Yes.  We may need to tweak the wording to make that clear.
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KOdonnell
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Marthony: note that some of the images in the test set are attached and might take quite a few minutes (15?) for a single case.
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Rudresh: Our test cases are not "easy" (which makes it a "good" test but takes time)Greg: What should our "standard" of performance be? Marthony: Do we want to test on phantoms instead?Nancy: Phantom won't tell you about their "patient" performance which is harder/more variation. It really is a critical point to characterize their performance "in the real world".  And this is a one time test.
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Ehsan: If a long-time case (that might worsen the repeatability score) is that working for or against our goal of characterizing the "typical performance" or the "worst case performance".Nick: If they are profile "conformant" lesions, should we drop? Hopefully people would be willing to do it once.Ritu: If variability, might tease out if it is case issue or operator issue.Rudresh: Finding margin (when pleural or mediastin. attach.) might be the key point.
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Sticky Note
Ehsan: The checklists are likely a good enough tool.
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Parameter 
Site 

Conformity 
Specification Site Opinion 

Scan Duration 
for Thorax 

 □ Yes 
□ No 

Shall achieve a table speed of at least 4cm per 
second, if table motion is necessary to cover 
the required anatomy. 

Table Speed 
(0018,9309) 

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 

Reconstruction 
Protocol 

 □ Yes 
□ No 

Shall prepare a protocol to meet the 
specifications in this table. 
 

 □ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 

Reconstruction 
Protocol 

 □ Yes 
□ No 

Shall ensure technologists have been trained 
on the requirements of this profile. 

 □ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 

Reconstructed 
Image 
Thickness 

 □ Yes 
□ No 

Shall set to between 1.0mm and 2.5mm 
(inclusive). 

Slice 
Thickness 
(0018,0050) 

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 
 
0.625 mm ST is standard at our 
institution 

Reconstructed 
Image Interval 

 □ Yes 
□ No 

Shall set to less than or equal to the 
Reconstructed Image Thickness (i.e. no gap, 
may have overlap). 

Spacing 
Between 
Slices 
(0018,0088) 

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 

Subject Handling (section 3.5) 

Contrast 
Protocol 

 □ Yes 
□ No 

Shall prescribe a contrast protocol that achieves 
enhancement consistent with baseline. 

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 
 
N/A typically we do not use 
contrast in standard chest exams 

Use of 
intravenous 
contrast 

 □ Yes 
□ No 

Shall determine whether the selected contrast protocol, if 
any, will achieve sufficient tumor conspicuity. 

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 
 
N/A typically we do not use 
contrast in standard chest exams 

Use of oral 
contrast 

 □ Yes 
□ No 

Shall determine whether the selected contrast protocol, if 
any, will achieve sufficient tumor conspicuity. 

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 
 
N/A typically we do not use 
contrast in standard chest exams 

KOdonnell
Sticky Note
Do you use no gap or some overlap?

KOdonnell
Sticky Note
Need to revise text to clarify that no contrast is an acceptable contrast protocol.

KOdonnell
Sticky Note
The profile also states it is applicable to abdominal lesions.  Would these requirements as written be adequate for e.g. liver?  Do you agree with having one profile that covers lung, liver, lymph, etc in one spec?

KOdonnell
Sticky Note
Duke - no overlap, no gap

Marthony
Sticky Note
We can consider changing the specification text (referring to contrast) to say: For profiles involving contrast medium, shall prescribe contrast protocol to achieve enhancement consistent with baseline.This is because some profiles do not require contrast agents.
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Sticky Note
Ehsan: Try to use generic language that is open for liver, lung, etc.

KOdonnell
Sticky Note
Ehsan: Remove the lower bound. The noise floor catches the lower limits. And it's better for partial vol and don't want to do extra recons unnecessarily.Rudresh: Consistency is a bit harder.TODO: Update

KOdonnell
Sticky Note
TODO
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Parameter 
Site 

Conformity 
Specification Site Opinion 

Image QA (section 3.8) 

Patient Motion 
Artifacts 

 □ Yes 
□ No 

Shall confirm the images containing the tumor are free from 
artifact due to patient motion. 

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 

Dense Object 
Artifacts 

 □ Yes 
□ No 

Shall confirm the images containing the tumor are free from 
artifact due to dense objects, materials or anatomic 
positioning.  

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 

Clinical 
Conditions 

 □ Yes 
□ No 

Shall confirm that there are no clinical conditions affecting 
the measurability of the tumor.  

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 

Tumor Size 
 □ Yes 
□ No 

Shall confirm (now or during measurement) that tumor 
longest in-plane diameter is between 10 mm and 100 mm.   
(For a spherical tumor this would roughly correspond to a 
volume between 0.5 cm3 and 524 cm3.) 

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 
 
Please indicate why it is limited 
to this size range. 

Tumor Margin 
Conspicuity 

 □ Yes 
□ No 

Shall confirm the tumor margins are sufficiently conspicuous 
and unattached to other structures of equal density to 
distinguish the volume of the tumor. 

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 

Contrast 
Enhancement 

 □ Yes 
□ No 

Shall confirm that the phase of enhancement and degree of 
enhancement of appropriate reference structures (vascular 
or tissue) are consistent with baseline.  

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 

Tumor 
Measurability 

 □ Yes 
□ No 

Shall disqualify any tumor they feel might reasonably 
degrade the consistency and accuracy of the measurement. 
 
Conversely, if artifacts or attachments are present but the 
radiologist is confident and prepared to edit the contour to 
eliminate the impact, then the tumor need not be judged 
non-conformant to the Profile. 

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 

Consistency 
with Baseline 

 □ Yes 
□ No 

Shall confirm that the tumor is similar in both timepoints in 
terms of all the above parameters. 

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 
 
Protocol consistency can be 
confirmed. Consistent use of a 
single imaging system cannot be 
guaranteed especially in the case 
of referrals from other 

KOdonnell
Sticky Note
Please refer to the Discussion part of section 3.8 of the profile and let us know if further clarification would be useful.

KOdonnell
Sticky Note
Do you usually do this during reporting, during measurement, or is measurement done during reporting?

KOdonnell
Sticky Note
If both baseline and TP2 are non-contrast, that would conform to this requirement.  Does that resolve the "not going to do"? 

KOdonnell
Sticky Note
Any thoughts on how to indicate for a given patient which lesion measurements qualified and which were disqualified? If the key point is whether the confidence interval presented by the measurement tool is valid, does anyone beyond the radiologist need to know?  Would your radiologists start including 95% CI in their reports? 

KOdonnell
Sticky Note
None of the above parameters are particularly imaging system or protocol specific.  Will need to clarify the requirement.

Marthony
Sticky Note
Yes.

Marthony
Sticky Note
It would be helpful to reference section 3.8 in the specification here.

Marthony
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Yes

Marthony
Sticky Note
At Duke we have imaging analysis tool experts whose job entails performing segmentation for radiologists. So they would also need to know.
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KOdonnell
Sticky Note
Wise guy. :-) Please choose A, B or C.

KOdonnell
Sticky Note
General question to the Committee: It seems like having CI's is a good way to communicate to Referrings.  Is that valid?  If so, should we say that if one or more timepoints don't conform to the profile, then don't put our CI's beside the measurement?  Might be a longer discussion.

Marthony
Sticky Note
Yes to A & B

Marthony
Sticky Note
Marked set by Marthony

KOdonnell
Sticky Note
TODO

KOdonnell
Sticky Note
Mathony: The Rider test set don't really test that lower bound.  Some are above the upper bound.

KOdonnell
Sticky Note
Andy: Upper bound is dominated by the attachment requirements.  Typically 500mm that doesn't have issues should work fine so maybe lets raise.Lower bound - RIDER Dataset isn't the "definitive" dataset. Lower end not well sampled. Adding data to be more represetative is a goal.  Let's keep 10mm since it is implicit in the thinking, we should rather get more test data. Greg: And we have another profile for below 10.Jim: High end will correlate with lots of metastatic disease.  Not as important to distinguish "size of canonball" (not a clinical pivot). Agree to get more data.

KOdonnell
Sticky Note
TODO: Consider removign the upper bound and explain that the other practical criteria will come into play more (so pay attention to them)

KOdonnell
Sticky Note
DONE

KOdonnell
Sticky Note
Greg: Are we getting beyond the scope of the profile?Kevin: General QIBA question: The premise of QIBA is that some measurements are "better" than others.  How is it communicated to a clinicial that "this measurement" is a "good one" and "that measurement" isn't?  Measurements from a conforming site are "good" ... unless for example the tumor was too small, or attached, or etc so how is that communicated.  The profile probably won't mandate a specific communication method, but we should have some idea of how it's going to happen in practice.

KOdonnell
Sticky Note
Clinical Trial Workflow vs Clinical Practice Workflow.Jen: Haven't specified where things are recorded (meas & validity). Should discuss as a group. Look at the "has change occurred".Do we say "unknown" if out of the profile?  CI communicates well.  "Out of Range".In Clinical Trial it could be implemented as a data quality/reject criteria.Eric: Quality Control - reader does determination of whether meas falls in a confidence range. Qualitative not quantitative.Ritu: Agree with Eric. "Interpretable or not" Acceptable, Unacceptable, or Acceptable with reservations. (on images not measurements). - exclude/includeIn Clinical Practice, comment in the report that the measurement is "poor"? (Caveat)Claudia - Clinical - diagnostic or non-diagnostic - Prefix measurement with caveats/determination.TODO - maybe come up with some example "report snippets" for different cases to get a feel for this.No standards for using Volumetrics like we have for RECIST
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Parameter 
Site 

Conformity 
Specification Site Opinion 

institutions. 

Image Analysis (section 3.9) 

Reading 
Paradigm 

 □ Yes 
□ No 

Shall re-process the first time point if it was processed by a 
different Image Analysis Tool or Radiologist. 

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 

Result 
Verification 

 □ Yes 
□ No 

Shall review & approve margin contours produced by the 
tool. 

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 
 
This is not typically done at this 
institution. However, this may be 
requested in special cases. 

  

KOdonnell
Sticky Note
Good feedback.  This requirement was put in as a bit of a QA check on the contours.  Is it the approval part that is the obstacle? Or does the radiologist use the volume number without looking at the contour? Or are they involved in the contouring so the review was really done then?

Marthony
Sticky Note
The radiologist is typically involved in contouring, and tumor marking.

Marthony
Highlight

Marthony
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KOdonnell
Sticky Note
In that case they would effectively review/approve the contour when they accept it and take the measurement.How does it work when an analyst does the contour?  Does the rad take the number without looking at the contour?  If so, who is responsible if the contour was bad?

Marthony
Sticky Note
I would need to follow-up on this question

KOdonnell
Sticky Note
Ritu - Radiologist should always signoff even if it's done by an image analyst or a "good" auto-segmenter.Eric - agree. Rad always has last say/approval.
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PHYSICIST CHECKLIST 

 
Note: The role of the Physicist actor may be played by an in-house medical physicist, a physics consultant or other 
staff (such as vendor service or specialists) qualified to perform the validations described. 

 
  

Parameter 
Site 
Conformity 

Requirement Site Opinion 

Periodic QA (section 3.3) 

QC 
 □ Yes 
□ No 

Shall perform relevant quality control procedures as 
recommended by the manufacturer. 
Shall record the date/time of QC procedures for auditing. 

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 

Protocol Design (section 3.4.2) 

In-plane 
Spatial 
Resolution 

 □ Yes 
□ No 

Shall validate that the protocol achieves an f50 value that is 
between 0.3 mm-1 and 0.75 mm-1. 
 
See section 4.1. Assessment Procedure: In-plane Spatial 
Resolution 

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 

Voxel Noise  
 □ Yes 
□ No 

Shall validate that the protocol achieves:  

 a standard deviation that is < 60HU.  
 
See section 4.2. Assessment Procedure: Voxel Noise 

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 

See Appendix B 
ACR phantom was scanned on the GE 750 HD scanner using the prescribed protocols. The following results were 
obtained: 
 
In-plane spatial resolution:    f50 -> 0.45 mm-1 
Voxel noise:                              standard deviation -> 35 HU 

Protocol design should be done collaboratively between the physicist and the radiologist with ultimate responsibility to 
the radiologist. Some technical specifications are system dependent and may require special attention from a physicist. 
All protocols should be validated by the physicist. 

KOdonnell
Sticky Note
Good text.  I believe this was the committee intention.  We can adopt a variant of this language into the profile and thus into the checklist.

KOdonnell
Sticky Note
Including the Appendix B seems very helpful.  Would it be OK to make it a required part of a conformance record?The procedure the physicists put together for Voxel Noise called for a circular ROI at the phantom center.  Appendix B shows an off-center circular ROI and a centered square ROI so it wasn't clear which was used.  Should we relax the requirement?  I could maybe see a slight advantage to the circular ROI if there are radial characteristics to the noise but I don't know if it's worth dwelling on.  The size looks right though.

KOdonnell
Sticky Note
The 4.1 Procedure called for using the soft-tissue insert edge but it looks like the measurement might have been taken on the bone insert edge.  Is that something we should change in the procedure?

Marthony
Sticky Note
You are correct, but the MTF between the four contrast inserts changes only slightly.

Marthony
Sticky Note
1. I would recommend including appendix B in all reports.2. The centered square ROI was used for noise measures. Noise ROI shape is not significant according to my understanding.
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KOdonnell
Sticky Note
So should we modify the requirement to allow the assessor to choose any insert or should we keep the requirement (which in the real world would require re-computing with the other insert)?

KOdonnell
Sticky Note
Should we modify the requirement to allow any shape?

Marthony
Sticky Note
Well, ideally, the assessor could use all inserts for measurement (as seen in image provided). In this case, f50 for soft-tissue insert is 0.4 mm-1. 

Marthony
Sticky Note
An appropriately sized and located square or circular ROI would be sufficient.

Marthony
Sticky Note
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TECHNOLOGIST CHECKLIST 

Parameter 
Site 

Conformity 
Specification Site Opinion 

Subject Handling (section 3.5) 

Use of 
intravenous 
contrast 

□ Yes 
□ No 

Shall use the prescribed intravenous contrast parameters. 

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 
 
N/A 

Use of 
intravenous 
contrast 

□ Yes 
□ No 

 
Shall document the total volume of contrast administered, 
the concentration, the injection rate, and whether a saline 
flush was used.   

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 
 
N/A 

Use of oral 
contrast 

□ Yes 
□ No 

Shall use the prescribed oral contrast parameters. 

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 
 
N/A 

Use of oral 
contrast 

□ Yes 
□ No 

 
Shall document the total volume of contrast administered and 
the type of contrast.   

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 
 
N/A 

Subject 
Positioning 

□ Yes 
□ No 

Shall position the subject consistent with baseline.  If baseline 
positioning is unknown, position the subject Supine if 
possible, with devices such as positioning wedges placed as 
described in section 3.5.1. 

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 

Artifact 
Sources 

□ Yes 
□ No 

Shall remove or position potential sources of artifacts 
(specifically including breast shields, metal-containing 
clothing, EKG leads and other metal equipment) such that 
they will not degrade the reconstructed CT volumes. 

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 
 
We use the breast shield, but we 
found that it does not cause 
artifacts 

Table Height & 
Centering 

□ Yes 
□ No 

Shall adjust the table height for the mid-axillary plane to pass 
through the isocenter.  

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 

Table Height & 
Centering 

□ Yes 
□ No 

 
Shall position the patient such that the “sagittal laser line” lies 
along the sternum (e.g. from the suprasternal notch to the 

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 

KOdonnell
Sticky Note
What would the answers to this and the following be for a Liver lesion study?

KOdonnell
Sticky Note
What method do you use during the followup scan to determine baseline positioning? Should that be added to the profile?

KOdonnell
Sticky Note
Good feedback.  The requirement allows for positioning "such that it will not degrade the reconstructed CT volumes".  Would any clarification/modification help?

Marthony
Sticky Note
Contrast might be used in the case of liver scans. It would certainly change the response here.

Marthony
Sticky Note
We just use a standard alignment procedure.

Marthony
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Yes it would help.
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KOdonnell
Sticky Note
Certainly works for local followup.If the baseline scan was at another institution and based on looking at the images the positioning was different, would you follow the baseline, or your local standard procedure?

Marthony
Sticky Note
We just scan them according to our local protocol independent of the original scan.
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Parameter 
Site 

Conformity 
Specification Site Opinion 

xiphoid process). □ Not feasible (explain why) 

Breath hold 
□ Yes 
□ No 

Shall instruct the subject in proper breath-hold and start 
image acquisition shortly after full inspiration, taking into 
account the lag time between full inspiration and 
diaphragmatic relaxation.  

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 

Breath hold 
□ Yes 
□ No 

 
Shall ensure that for each tumor the breath hold state is 
consistent with baseline. 

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 
 
Not sure there is a consistent 
way to ensure/verify this 

Image Header 
□ Yes 
□ No 

Shall record factors that adversely influence subject 
positioning or limit their ability to cooperate (e.g., breath 
hold, remaining motionless, agitation in subjects with 
decreased levels of consciousness, subjects with chronic pain 
syndromes, etc.).   

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 

Contrast-
based 
Acquisition 
Timing 

□ Yes 
□ No 

Shall ensure that the time-interval between the 
administration of intravenous contrast (or the detection of 
bolus arrival) and the start of the image acquisition is 
consistent with baseline (i.e. obtained in the same phase; 
arterial, venous, or delayed). 

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 
 
N/A 

Contrast-
based 
Acquisition 
Timing 

□ Yes 
□ No 

 
Shall ensure that the time-interval between the 
administration of oral contrast and the start of the image 
acquisition is consistent with baseline. (Note that the 
tolerances for oral timing are larger than for intravenous). 

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 
 
N/A 

Image Data Acquisition (section 3.6)  

Acquisition 
Protocol 

□ Yes 
□ No 

Shall select a protocol that has been 
previously prepared and validated for this 
purpose (See section 3.4.2 "Protocol Design 
Specification"). 

 □ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 

Acquisition 
Protocol 

□ Yes 
□ No 

Shall report if any parameters are modified 
beyond the specifications in section 3.4.2 
"Protocol Design Specification". 

 □ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 

Scan Plane 
(Image 
Orientation) 

□ Yes 
□ No 

Shall set Consistent with baseline. 

Gantry/Detect
or Tilt 
(0018,1120) 

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 

Tube Potential 
(kVp) 

□ Yes 
□ No 

Shall set Consistent with baseline (i.e. the 
same kVp setting if available, otherwise as 
similar as possible). 

KVP  
(0018,0060) 

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 

KOdonnell
Sticky Note
Good point.  Worth discussion in the committee.

KOdonnell
Sticky Note
Any problem finding a place in the scanner GUI to do this?

KOdonnell
Sticky Note
How do you communicate to the techs which protocol(s) are the validated ones?

KOdonnell
Sticky Note
How do you determine what the baseline value was?  Have someone check before scantime and provide to tech in comments or does the tech access the prior scan header to look it up?
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Marthony
Sticky Note
I do not think this is a problem, but it is something that should be worked up in conjunction with the medical institutions.
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Sticky Note
Standard protocols are established. They are used based on the request of the overseeing physician.

Marthony
Sticky Note
We use standard protocols for imaging. So it is expected that the kVp should be consistent.

KOdonnell
Sticky Note
Does that mean you would validate all chest protocols against this profile?

KOdonnell
Sticky Note
So there is only one protocol for Lung? Or if there are multiple, all the parameters in 3.4.2 that are required to be consistent with baseline are the same between the protocols?That would work for local followups.How do you (or would you) handle outside baselines?

Marthony
Sticky Note
A specific chest/liver etc. protocol can be designed and validated based on this one. 

Marthony
Sticky Note
I will have to follow up on this.

KOdonnell
Sticky Note
Can't really check this requirement. "Do your best" but don't know if they didn't achieve it.If they do achieve it both times, consitency is achieved, if missed one or other time, that's a disqualifier, so consistency element is not needed.Radiologist QA might check on this? don't need consistency requirement for this on tech.

KOdonnell
Sticky Note
Targetting a motion free lung.

KOdonnell
Sticky Note
Claudia - If prior scans are very poor, you might establish a new baseline.Matt - in clinical environments, there will be a lot of variability in protocol features, but scanner might produce consistent (or non-consistent).  kVp might vary +-20 safely in density. Volume should be insensitive to greater changes.

KOdonnell
Sticky Note
Can we assume this is covered by the Noise/Resolution specs? i.e. there is no variation in kVp that could negatively impact the performance without impacting the Noise/Resolution.OK. Drop.

KOdonnell
Sticky Note
Discussion: Head/neck can effect.

KOdonnell
Sticky Note
Jen: Based on Dr. Samei's input, we should keep this in.

KOdonnell
Sticky Note
Jen: when the baseline was done at the same institution, it is likely there will be some consistency due to following consistent practice.When the baseline was done at a different institution (e.g. baseline in ER and followup 6 months later)Jen: 80-140 range in steps (which might not be exactly equivalent). One step is not significant. 3 steps perhaps would. Nick/Marthony - haven't seen significant effects over a wide range of kVp.Jen: is there a bigger effect when contrast is in use?Uma: even 80-120 might be a significant effect.Jen: newest scanners can use 80kVp typically with a higher mAs but followup on different scanner might be a bigger effect.Rick: noise limit protects from issues with a significant drop in kvp.Rick: What about autokVp?Jen/Matt: Likely consistency of patient weight would result in consistent setting.

KOdonnell
Sticky Note
Jen: Expect that sites will be OK with the tech Q/R the baseline study from the scan console and examine the header to find the kvp value.

KOdonnell
Sticky Note
For a typical patient, scanning chests at 80 or 140 is rare so there would likely only be one or two steps difference.
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Parameter 
Site 

Conformity 
Specification Site Opinion 

□ Not feasible (explain why) 

Scanogram 
□ Yes 
□ No 

Shall confirm on the scanogram the absence 
of artifact sources that could affect the 
planned volume acquisitions.  

 □ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 

Scan Duration 
for Thorax 

□ Yes 
□ No 

Shall achieve a table speed of at least 4cm per 
second, if table motion is necessary to cover 
the required anatomy. 

Table Speed 
(0018,9309) 

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 

Anatomic 
Coverage 

□ Yes 
□ No 

Shall ensure the tumors to be measured and 
additional required anatomic regions are fully 
covered.  

Anatomic 
Region 
Sequence 
(0008,2218) 

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 

Anatomic 
Coverage 

□ Yes 
□ No 

Shall, if multiple breath-holds are required, 
obtain image sets with sufficient overlap to 
avoid gaps within the required anatomic 
region(s), and shall ensure that each tumor 
lies wholly within a single breath-hold. 

Anatomic 
Region 
Sequence 
(0008,2218) 

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 

Image Header 
□ Yes 
□ No 

Shall enter on the console any factors that 
adversely influenced subject positioning or 
limited their ability to cooperate (e.g., breath 
hold, remaining motionless, agitation in 
subjects with decreased levels of 
consciousness, subjects with chronic pain 
syndromes, etc.).   

Image 
Comments 
(0020,4000) or 
Patient 
Comments 
(0010,4000 

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 
 
 

Acquisition 
Field of View 
(FOV) 

□ Yes 
□ No 

Shall set Consistent with baseline. 

Data Collection 
Diameter 
(0018,0090) 

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 

Image Data Reconstruction (section 3.7)  

Reconstruction 
Protocol 

□ Yes 
□ No 

Shall select a protocol that has been 
previously prepared and validated for this 
purpose (See section 3.4.2 "Protocol Design 
Specification"). 
Shall report if any parameters are modified 
beyond those specifications. 

 □ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 

In-plane 
Spatial 
Resolution 

□ Yes 
□ No 

 

Shall either 

 select the same protocol as used for 
the baseline scan, or 

 select a protocol with a recorded f50 
value within 0.2 mm-1 of the f50 value 
recorded for the baseline scan 
protocol. 

 
See section 3.4.2 for further details. 

 □ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 
 
The technical expectations can 
only be met if done in 
consultation with a physicist 
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Parameter 
Site 

Conformity 
Specification Site Opinion 

Voxel Noise  
□ Yes 
□ No 

 

Shall either 

 select the same protocol as used for 
the baseline scan, or 

 select a protocol with a recorded 
standard deviation within 5HU of the 
standard deviation recorded for the 
baseline scan protocol. 

  
See section 3.4.2 for further details. 

 □ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 
  
The technical expectations can 
only be met if done in 
consultation with a physicist 

Reconstructed 
Image 
Thickness 

□ Yes 
□ No 

Shall set to between 1.0mm and 2.5mm 
(inclusive) and consistent (i.e. within 0.5mm) 
with baseline. 

 □ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 
 
Why not less than 1mm? 0.625 
mm ST is standard at our 
institution. 

Reconstructed 
Image Interval 

□ Yes 
□ No 

Shall set to less than or equal to the 
Reconstructed Image Thickness (i.e. no gap, 
may have overlap) and consistent with 
baseline. 

 □ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 

Reconstruction 
Characteristics 

□ Yes 
□ No 

Shall set the reconstruction kernel and 
parameters consistent with baseline (i.e. the 
same kernel and parameters if available, 
otherwise the kernel most closely matching 
the kernel response of the baseline).  

Convolution 
Kernel Group 
(0018,9316), 
Convolution 
Kernel 
(0018,1210) 

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 
 
 

Reconstruction 
Field of View 

□ Yes 
□ No 

Shall ensure the Field of View spans at least 
the full extent of the thoracic and abdominal 
cavity, but not substantially greater than that, 
and is consistent with baseline. 

Reconstruction 
Field of View 
(0018,9317)  

□ Routinely performed 
□ Feasible, will do to conform 
□ Feasible, but not going to do it 
□ Not feasible (explain why) 
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4.1. Assessment Procedure: In-plane Spatial Resolution 

This procedure can be used by a manufacturer or an imaging site to assess the In-plane Spatial Resolution 
of reconstructed images.  Resolution is assessed in terms of the f50 value (in mm-1) of the modulation 
transfer function (MTF).  Loosely speaking, the MTF represents the blur of an infinitely small feature of 
interest, f50 represents the spatial frequency at which the contrast of the feature has decreased by 50%, 
and the inverse of the f50 value represents the size of a feature that would be degraded 50%.  So for an f50 
value of 0.4 mm-1, features that are 2.5mm (or smaller) would have their contrast degraded by 50% (or 
more).  
 
The assessor shall first warm up the scanner’s x-ray tube and perform calibration scans (often called air-
calibration scans) according to scanner manufacturer recommendations.  
 
The assessor shall scan a spatial resolution phantom, such as the ACR CT Accreditation Program (CTAP) 
Phantom’s module 1, which has a series of HU-value cylindrical inserts including one with soft-tissue 
equivalence. The acquisition protocol and reconstruction parameters shall conform to this Profile (See 
Section 3.4.2, 3.6.2 and 3.7.2). The same protocol and parameters shall be used when performing the 
assessments in 4.1 and 4.2.  I.e., the noise level during resolution assessment should correspond to that 
measured during noise assessment. 
 
The phantom shall be positioned with the center of the phantom at isocenter and properly aligned along 
the z-axis as described in the ACR CTAP documentation about alignment of the beads. 
 
When the scan is performed, the assessor shall generate an MTF curve, measured as an average of the MTF 
in the x-y plane along the edge of a target soft-tissue equivalent insert using AAPM TG233 methodology as 
implemented in manufacturer analysis software, AAPM TG233 software or equivalent.  
The assessor shall then determine and record the f50 value, defined as the spatial frequency (in mm-1 units) 
corresponding to 0.5 MTF on the MTF curve.  
 
The procedure described above is provided as a reference method.  This reference method and the method 
used by the scanner manufacturer for FDA submission of MTF values are accepted methods for this 
assessment procedure.  Note that for iterative reconstruction, the manufacturer may have specific test 
methodologies appropriate for the given algorithm. 
 
Sites may submit to QIBA a proposed alternative method and evidence that the results produced by the 
proposed method are equivalent to this reference method or to the manufacturer method.  Upon review 
and approval by QIBA, the alternative method will also become an accepted assessment procedure in this 
Profile.   
 
The test procedure described here may be applied if the reconstruction method is conventional filtered 
backprojection or iterative reconstruction.   

4.2. Assessment Procedure: Voxel Noise 

This procedure can be used by a manufacturer or an imaging site to assess the voxel noise of reconstructed 
images.  Voxel noise is assessed in terms of the standard deviation of pixel values when imaging a material 
with uniform density.   
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The assessor shall first warm up the scanner’s x-ray tube and perform calibration scans (often called air-
calibration scans) according to scanner manufacturer recommendations. The assessor shall then scan a 
phantom of uniform density, such as the ACR CT Accreditation Program (CTAP) Phantom’s module 3, which 
is a 20 cm diameter cylinder of water equivalent material. The phantom shall be placed at the isocenter of 
the scanner.  The acquisition protocol and reconstruction parameters shall be compliant with this Profile 
(See Section 3.4.2, 3.6.2 and 3.7.2). The same protocol and parameters shall be used when performing the 
assessments in 4.1 and 4.2. 
 
When the scan is performed, the assessor shall select a single representative slice from the uniformity 
portion of the phantom.   
 
An approximately circular region of interest (ROI) of at least 400 mm2 shall be placed near the center of the 
phantom.  The assessor shall record the values reported for the ROI mean and standard deviation. 
 
The procedure described above is provided as a reference method.  Sites may submit to QIBA a proposed 
alternative method (such as using the water phantom portion of a manufacturer’s QA phantom) and 
evidence that the results produced by the proposed method are equivalent to this reference method or 
manufacturer methodology.  Upon review and approval by QIBA, the alternative method will also become 
an accepted assessment procedure in this Profile.   
 
The test procedure described here is intended to be a simple phantom measurement that sets a reasonable 
floor on the noise which is considered sufficient to avoid degrading segmentation performance.  The 
procedure may be used for both conventional filtered backprojection and iterative reconstruction methods.  
It is noted that when characterizing reconstruction methods, voxel noise is a limited representation of 
image noise when noise texture is varied.  
 

4.3. Assessment Procedure: Tumor Volume Computation  

This procedure can be used by a manufacturer or an imaging site to assess whether an Image Analysis Tool 
computes the volume of a single tumor correctly.  Accuracy is assessed in terms of the percentage error 
when segmenting and calculating the volume of a tumor with known truth.   
  
The assessor shall obtain the test files in DICOM format from the QIDW.  They can be found by searching 
for the CT volumetry digital reference object (DRO) DICOM image set.   The test files represent a digital test 
object with z-axis resolution of 1.5mm.  A test nodule with -10 HU radio-density is placed within a flat -1000 
HU region of the phantom to make the segmentation intentionally easy since the test is not intended to 
stress the segmentation tool but to instead evaluate any bias in the volume computation after the lesion is 
segmented. 
 
The assessor shall use the Image Analysis Tool to segment and calculate the volume of the single tumor 
present in the test images.     
 
The assessor shall record the percentage difference between the reported volume and the true value.  The 
true value is provided in the description of the test files on QIDW. 
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4.4. Assessment Procedure: Tumor Volume Change Repeatability 

This procedure can be used by a manufacturer or an imaging site to assess the repeatability with which the 
volume of a single tumor is measured.  Repeatability is assessed in terms of the repeatability coefficient 
when segmenting and calculating the volume of a tumor with known truth.  The procedure assesses an 
Image Analysis Tool and a Radiologist operating the tool as a paired system. 
 
The assessment procedure has the following steps: 

 Obtain a designated test image set (see 4.4.1).   

 Determine the volume change for designated tumors (see 4.4.2).  

 Calculate statistical metrics of performance (see 4.4.3). 
 
Note that tumor detection is not evaluated by this procedure since the locations of the target lesions are 
provided. 
 

4.4.1 OBTAIN TEST IMAGE SET 
The test image set consists of multiple target tumors in the lung in multiple subjects which is representative 
of the stated scope of the Profile.  
 
The assessor shall obtain the test files in DICOM format from the CT Volumetry Profile Conformance section 
of the Quantitative Imaging Data Warehouse (QIDW http://qidw.rsna.org/) by selecting the test-retest 
subset of the RIDER Lung CT Dataset.   
 
The test files represent 31 cases, with two time points per case, each with one target tumor to segment.  
The target tumor is identified in terms of its x/y/z coordinates in the dataset.  The list of target tumors and 
coordinates are provided in a .csv file associated with each study in the Dataset download package.  Note 
that for some of the cases the two time points are in different series in the same study and for some of the 
cases the two time points are in different studies. 
 
Future editions of the Profile may address a larger number of body parts (e.g., metastases in the 
mediastinum, liver, adrenal glands, neck, retroperitoneum, pelvis, etc.) by including such tumors in the test 
data, and may test boundary condition performance by including test data that is marginally conformant 
(e.g. maximum permitted slice thickness, maximum permitted noise, etc.) to confirm conformant 
performance is still achieved. 
 
The target tumors have been selected to be measureable (as defined in the Profile) and have a range of 
volumes, shapes and types to be representative of the scope of the Profile.   
 
The test image set has been acquired according to the requirements of this Profile (e.g. patient handling, 
acquisition protocol, reconstruction). 
 
If the algorithm has been developed using the specified test files, that shall be reported by the assessor.  It 
is undesirable to test using training data, but until more datasets are available it may be unavoidable. 
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4.4.2 DETERMINE VOLUME CHANGE 
The assessor shall segment each target tumor at each timepoint as described in the Image Analysis Activity 
(See 3.9).  The assessor is permitted to edit the tumor segmentation or seed point if that is part of the 
normal operation of the tool.   If segmentation edits are performed, results shall be reported both with and 
without editing.   
 
When evaluating an Image Analysis Tool, a single reader shall be used for this entire assessment procedure. 
When evaluating a Radiologist, a single tool shall be used for this entire assessment procedure. 
 
The assessor shall calculate the volume (Y) of each target tumor at time point 1 (denoted Yi1) and at time 
point 2 (Yi2) where i denotes the i-th target tumor. 
 
The assessor shall calculate the resulting % volume change (d) for each target tumor as 
𝑑𝑖 = log (𝑌𝑖2) − log (𝑌𝑖1). 

4.4.3 CALCULATE STATISTICAL METRICS OF PERFORMANCE 
The assessor shall calculate the within-subject Coefficient of Variation (wCV), where N=31 and 

 𝑤𝐶𝑉 = √∑ 𝑑𝑖
2 /(2 × 𝑁)𝑁

𝑖=1  

 
The assessor shall estimate the Repeatability Coefficient (RC) as 

 𝑅�̂� = 2.77 × 𝑤𝐶𝑉 
 
The assessor shall convert the Repeatability Coefficient (RC) estimate to a percentage as 

𝑅�̂�𝑝 = (exp (𝑅�̂�) − 1) ∗ 100%. 

 
The assessor shall divide the target tumors into a small subgroup (containing the 15 target tumors with the 
smallest measured volumes) and a large subgroup (containing the 16 tumors with the largest measured 
volumes).  The assessor shall repeat the above calculations on both subgroups to estimate a small subgroup 
repeatability coefficient and a large subgroup repeatability coefficient. 
 
The assessor is recommended to also compute Bland-Altman plots of the volume estimates as part of the 
assessment record. 
 
For further discussion/rationale, see Annex E.2 Considerations for Performance Assessment of Tumor 
Volume Change. 
 

4.5. Assessment Procedure: Tumor Volume Bias and Linearity 

This procedure can be used by a manufacturer or an imaging site to assess the bias and linearity with which 
the volume of a single tumor is measured.  Bias is assessed in terms of the percentage population bias 
when segmenting and calculating the volume of a number of tumors with known truth.  Linearity is 
assessed in terms of the slope of an OLS regression fit to the volume data. 
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4.5.1 OBTAIN TEST IMAGE SET 
The test image set consists of scans from two different scanners of an anthropomorphic ("Lungman") 
phantom with multiple synthetic target tumors of different shapes and sizes in the lung.  
 
The assessor shall obtain the test files in DICOM format from the CT Volumetry Profile Conformance section 
of the Quantitative Imaging Data Warehouse (QIDW http://qidw.rsna.org/) by selecting the FDA Lungman 
N1 data subset of the RIDER Lung CT Dataset.   
 
The test files represent 3 repeated scans of the FDA Lungman N1 phantom on each of 2 CT scanners.  The 
phantom contains 7 synthetic tumors, each with a different combination of shape and diameter (see Table 
4.5.1-1).  The list of 7 target tumors and coordinates are provided in a .csv file associated with each study in 
the Dataset download package.  Note that the images contain half a dozen or so additional tumors that are 
not identified in the .csv file.  Do NOT include measurements of the additional tumors in the results or 
calculations described in sections 4.5.2 & 4.5.3.   
 

Table 4.5.1-1: Phantom Target Tumor Characteristics 

Shape Nominal Diameter Nominal Density 

Spherical 
10 mm 
20 mm 
40 mm 

+100 HU 

Ovoid 
10 mm 
20 mm 

+100 HU 

Lobulated 
10 mm 
20 mm 

+100 HU 

 
The target tumors have been placed to be measureable (as defined in the Profile) and have a range of 
volumes and shapes to be representative of the scope of the Profile.   
 
The test image set has been acquired according to the requirements of this Profile (e.g. patient handling, 
acquisition protocol, reconstruction).  See Table 4.5.1-2. 
 

Table 4.5.1-2: Test Image Set Acquisition and Reconstruction Parameters 

Scanner Key Parameters 

Philips 16 
(Mx8000 IDT) 

KVp: 120 
Pitch: 1.2 
Collimation: 16x1.5 
Exposure: 100 mAs 
Slice Thickness: 2 mm 
Increment: 1 mm 
Filter: Medium 
Repeat Scans: 3 

Siemens 64 KVp: 120 
Pitch: 1.2 
Collimation: 64x0.6 
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Exposure: 100 mAs 
Slice Thickness: 1.5 mm 
Increment: 1.5 mm 
Filter: Medium 
Repeat Scans: 3 

 

4.5.2 DETERMINE VOLUME CHANGE 
The assessor shall segment each of 42 target tumors (7 tumors in 3 scans for each of 2 scanners) as 
described in the Image Analysis Activity (See 3.9).   
 
The assessor is permitted to edit the tumor segmentation or seed point if that is part of the normal 
operation of the tool.   If segmentation edits are performed, results shall be reported both with and 
without editing.   
 
When evaluating an Image Analysis Tool, a single reader shall be used for this entire assessment procedure. 
When evaluating a Radiologist, a single tool shall be used for this entire assessment procedure. 
 
The assessor shall calculate the volume (Y) of each target tumor (denoted Yi) where i denotes the i-th target 
tumor. 
 

4.5.3 CALCULATE STATISTICAL METRICS OF PERFORMANCE 
The natural log of the true volumes (Xi) of each target tumor are known and are provided in the dataset. 
 
The assessor shall calculate the individual bias (bi) of the measurement of each target tumor as 
𝑏𝑖 = 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝑌𝑖 − 𝑙𝑜𝑔 𝑋𝑖  
 
The assessor shall estimate the population bias over the N target tumors as 

�̂� = √∑ 𝑏𝑖 /𝑁𝑁
𝑖=1    

 
The assessor shall convert to a percentage bias estimate as  

%𝑏𝑖𝑎�̂� = (exp(�̂�) − 1) × 100.  

 
The assessor shall fit an ordinal least squares (OLS) regression of the log 𝑌𝑖  on log 𝑋𝑖 and shall estimate the 

slope (�̂�1). 
 
The assessor shall divide the target tumors into three subgroups (containing the spherical, ovoid and 
lobulated target tumors respectively).  The assessor shall repeat the percentage population bias calculation 
on each subgroup to estimate a spherical subgroup percentage bias, an ovoid subgroup percentage bias 
and a lobulated subgroup percentage bias. 
 
 
The assessor is recommended to also plot the volume estimate (log 𝑌𝑖  versus log 𝑋𝑖) and the OLS regression 
curve of the volume estimates as part of the assessment record. 
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Appendix A: Patient Scans 

 
Volume and longest in-plane diameter measures on a solitary pulmonary nodule with small mediastinal 
attachment. Images at both timepoints meet the QIBA profile requirements. See image attached. 

Timepoint 1 Timepoint 2 

TeraRecon Philips Syngo.vya 

1.29 cm3 1.67 cm3  1.73 cm3  

15.7 mm 16.6 mm 16.6 mm 
 

TeraRecon Philips Syngo.vya 

1.41 cm3 1.52 cm3  1.82 cm3  

16.0 mm 16.1 mm 17.4 mm 
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Appendix B: Physics 

MTF measurement 

 

Noise measurement 

 
 

In-plane spatial resolution:    
f50 -> 0.45 mm-1 
Voxel noise:                              
standard deviation -> 35 
HU 
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Appendix C: Estimability index (e’) 

 
Noise and resolution (f50) are helpful but do not fully capture the technical specifications for volume 

quantification. As a more appropriate quantification scheme for conformance purposes, we suggest a 

performance estimation method. As a means to model factors known to influence lesion quantification 

performance, we have developed a surrogate of volume quantification precision called the estimability index 

(e’). This mathematical model considers the following factors: the image quality (noise and resolution), a set 

of nodule characteristics, and the volume segmentation software. Essentially, the volume estimation task is 

modeled based on the non-prewhitening matched filter model observer employed for detection tasks. It will 

be useful for determining appropriate limits of noise and resolution for a given lesion size. 

 

Development 

Image Quality: The noise and resolution properties of the test images are characterized in terms of noise 

power spectrum (NPS) and task transfer function (TTF), respectively. NPS is the square of the image noise 

(variance) as a function of spatial frequency, which describes both the magnitude and the texture of the 

noise. TTF is an extension of the modulation transfer function (MTF) to accommodate potential non-linearity 

of iterative reconstruction algorithms by describing the image resolution as a function of object contrast and 

background image noise. 

Nodule Characteristics: The physical properties of the nodule are mathematically modeled in terms of a task 

function, Wtask. The task function is the 3D Fourier transform of the nodule’s edge profile, containing 

information about the size, contrast, and edge profile of the nodule. 

Volume Segmentation Software: The nodule segmentation process is modeled as a cross-correlation 

between the nodule and a template, described in Fourier domain as a template function, Wtemp. If the 

template matches the nodule, the segmentation is optimized; if not, the segmentation is biased towards the 

template. Since the morphological processes employed by most commercial segmentation software favor 

spherical or lobular nodules, if nodule shapes do not fit the spherical assumption of most segmentation 

algorithms, they are penalized. 

Mathematical description of e’ 

, 

Discover e’ relationship to Percent Repeatability Coefficient (PRC) 
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To validate the e’ model, it was compared against lesion precision volume measurements experimentally 

acquired using an anthropomorphic chest phantom across 54 acquisition protocols (6 dose levels x 3 

reconstruction algorithms x 3 slice thicknesses), 2 nodule sizes, and 2 volume segmentation software 

(Software A and B). The relationship between PRC and e’ was demonstrated as . In 

general, the relationship is independent of nodule size, imaging dose, reconstruction algorithm, and slice 

thickness; but depend on the segmentation software, with Software A showing a stronger correlation than 

software B. 

 

Figure 1: PRC verses 1/e’ across 3 reconstruction algorithms, 3 slice thicknesses, 6 dose levels, 2 
nodule sizes, and 2 segmentation softwares.  

 

Improvements 

Currently, work is ongoing to improve the estimability of lesion volume measurements. Improvement 

includes incorporating (1) anatomical complexity (local environment influences on detection), and (2) edge 

noise (heterogeneity of noise at the boundary of lesions).  
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